Asia Paciﬁc Robot Alliance Competition
Game Description, Rules and Scoring

EV3 Robot Remote Sumo
Elementary
(age: up to 12 years old)
version : 20191203
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Introduction

Each team consists of 1 - 3 members and 1 sumo robot. 1 team will compete with
another team, targeting to push the other team's robot outside the ﬁeld.
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A. Game Rules
Start Zone

A Side

B Side

Black Outer Line

Black Outer Line

Middle Line

1.
2.
3.

4.

For each tournament, there will be multiple matches; for each match, there will be
multiple rounds.
Before starting up the robot, the vertical projection of the robot should be entirely
within the start zone. After each round, teams will switch sides.

For this tournament, each match will consist of of 3 rounds. The order of placing the
robot on the start line will be decide by a coin toss before the ﬁrst round. The order
will reverse for the second round and a coin toss will be used again to decide for the
third round.

If any part of the robot touches the ground, the corresponding team loses that round.
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5.

6.
7.

After the judge signals the start, all robots must touch the black outer line on their
side. Before touching the corresponding outer line, robots are not to extend or
transform. If violated, the round will end and the violating team will lose in that
round.
The duration of each round is 1 minute. The ﬁnal judgment will be based at the
moment the game ends.

When the 1 minute time is up, the round ends, if both robots are still on the match
ﬁeld, the ﬁnal judgment would be based on the following scenarios:
i. If robot A cannot move normally and robot B can move normally, team B wins.

ii. If both robots can move normally, then the judgment will be based on the posi
tion of the robots. Robot on the opponent’s will be classiﬁed as fully occupying.
Robots on the middle line will be classiﬁed as partially occupying. Robots on their
own side will be classiﬁed as not occupying. The result will be ordered will fully
occupying as highest precedence, followed by partially occupying, then not occupying.
iii. If the ﬁnal position of the robots are the same. The result will be a draw.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

(The deﬁnition of a normal moving robot means that I will not stay stationary for
more than 3 seconds. Excluding cases where there is contact between the robots.)
At the end of a match, judges will record the results. This needs to be signed by
teams to conﬁrm on the results. Any queries or appeal about the match should be
raised before conﬁrming the results. All disputes afterwards would be neglected.

If judges discover a robot that does not qualify to the restrictions, teams may have
1 minute to make the relevant changes. If changes are not made in time, the team
may not participate in that match.
The preparation time prior each round is 1 minute, a maximum of 2 members of
the team are allowed in the competition area and teams are allowed to adjust
their robot.
During preparation time and after each match has started, competitors are pro
hibited from uploading programs from their computers to the robot.

After each match has begun, if robot components have become detached from
the robot, the judge may remove the components from the match ﬁeld.

After each match has begun, modiﬁcations, component replacement or battery
replacement is not allowed. Also, competitors may not request for a suspension
of the competition.
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14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
19.

After each round, competitor may use 1 minute to repair their robot on the spot.
They may reassemble detached components but may not add or subtract compo
nents. Competitors may not use this time for a battery swap or to download programs to the robot.

All teams must not bring their own ﬁeld mat to the competition venue. Organisers
will have provided match ﬁelds allowing for testing and adjusting. Teams may use
the practice ﬁelds according to the schedule of the competition. There is no limit
to the number of times they use the testing ﬁelds but each time is limited to 2
minutes. When queuing up for the testing ﬁeld, teams are to only queue in line if
they are holding a robot. Teams that line up without a robot could be subjected
queue again from the end of the queue.

For each match, teams may only use 1 robot (1 micro computer, remotes exclud
ed). It is a violation to use multiple robots during the same match. Teams may
swap robots between matches but they are not allowed to share or borrow robots
or parts from other teams. If violated, teams will be disqualiﬁed.
After the judge signals the start, if the competition is aﬀected by any human inter
vention from the contestants, the round will end and the opposing team will win
the round. If aﬀected by other people, the round scores will not be taken for that
round.

Prior the start of a competition, teams should ensure that the robot operates nor
mally. It is not allowed at any time for contestants to interfere with the opponents
remote control functionality. Violating teams will be disqualiﬁed.
For any special circumstances, all ﬁnal decisions shall be subjected to the deci
sions of the judges and organisers.
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B. Scoring Method
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Each tournament may have a diﬀerent competition structure (progression
system i.e. group tournament or knock-oﬀs etc.) Please be aware of the organ
iser's announcements.

For this tournament, the ﬁrst stage will be a group tournament, each team will
be assigned to a certain group where they will play against other teams in the
same group. For teams that have the same ranking, a‘last standing’match
will decide the ranking. The second stage will be a knock oﬀ tournament until
the champion, 1st, 2nd and 3rd runner-up have been established.

In both group tournament and knock oﬀ tournament, matches will consist of 3
rounds. Teams that won in most of the rounds will win the match. If rounds
won are equal, winner will be determined by the robot with a lower weight.
In the group tournament, each match won will give teams 1 point. After all
matches, teams will be ranked within their group based on the number of
points they have. Teams with equivalent points will be ranked by a 'last standing' match.

For the‘last standing’match, team place their robots on the match ﬁeld based
on the judge’s directions. There will only be 1 round with a 1 minute time limit,
when a robot touches the ﬂoor, the judge will remove it from the playing ﬁeld.
This will continue until there is only one robot left on the match ﬁeld. Rankings
will be based on the order that they get removed at. Robots that remain the
longest will have the highest rank. If there are multiple robots still on the ﬁeld
when time is up, the ranking will be based on weight.
In the knock oﬀ tournament, winning teams will advance.
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C. Robot Speciﬁcations
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

The robot size must not exceed 25cm (length) x 25cm (width) x 25cm (height). Before
each match, teams need to bring their robot to the inspection zone where judges will
check that the robot meets the speciﬁcations. After the robot has passed the inspec
tion, any modiﬁcations will not be allowed. After the match has begun, size restric
tions do not apply.
The robot must not exceed the weight limit of 1000g (including batteries).

Competing robots may only use 1 microcomputer (EV3 or NXT), remote control compo
nents are not included.
The number of motors and sensors are not limited. Below are the list of approved
motors and sensors:

9842-NXT
large
motor
摩打

9843-NXT
touch sensor
觸碰感應器

9694-NXT
color sensor
顏色感應器

large
sensor
大摩打

medium
sensor
中摩打

45506
color sensor
顏色感應器

45507
touch sensor
觸碰感應器

infro-red
sensor
紅外線感應器

45502

9844-NXT
light sensor
光線感應器

45503

45509

9845-NXT

sound
sensor
聲音感應器

45504

ultra
sound sensor
超聲波感應器

9846-NXT

ultra
sound sensor
超聲波感應器

45505
gyro sensor
陀螺儀感應器

HiTechnic NXT
color sensor v2
顏色感應器
V2

Only the oﬃcial rechargeable battery or standard 1.5V AA lithium batteries may be
used. The judge may request teams to open the micro computer for inspection. If
found to be violating, teams will have 1 minute to correct the problem. If not complet
ed within the time, teams are not allowed to participate in that match.

6.

Robots must be fully constructed using LEGO® parts or self-3D printed components.

8.

All self-printed 3D printed components have a size dimension limited to a 8cm (diam
eter) x 10cm tall cylinder (e.g. small Pringles container).

7.

9.
10.

All 3D printed components must be created using thermoplastics plastics e.g (PLA,
ABS, HIPS, Nylon).

All teams using 3D printed components must be able to provide 3D design drawings
(.STL). Judges may request teams to show design drawings. Teams that are unable to
provide design drawing may not use the relevant components.
Other forms of construction material are not allowed, for example glue, tape, screws
etc.
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Participants may bring prebuilt robots to the competition venue.

The remote control of the robot will be limited to the following 2 points:
i. The robot must be wirelessly controlled.

ii. The robot must be programmed using LEGO® programming software but third party
developed applications may be used for remote control functionality (for when micro
computer is not capable of remote functionality).
13.

If the robot uses EV3 InfraredSensor (45509) and EV3 InfraredBeacon (45508) as a
remote control method, the receiving channel must be set to 1-4 functions. The com
munication must also not interfere with other robots.
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D. Field Setup and Sepciﬁcations
The competition ﬁeld is based on a circular white surface with a black outline. The
diameter of the ﬁeld is 120 cm, the diameter of the interior white area is 110 cm. The
starting line is 20 cm away from the center line on both sides. The width of the black
outline is 5cm. The thickness of the surface is 2 cm and is elevated 6 cm from the
ground. Other details including, accessories, dimensions, weight will be prevailed on
the day of the competition.
narrow lines (not responsive by any sensors)
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